USER EXPERIENCE GUIDE

®

When I’m gaming, I expect
nothing less than powerful
audio, crystal clear in-game
communication, and superb
comfort. The SB Inferno
delivers in all these areas
and more; it’s a headset that
allows me to perform at
my peak all day long.

Jordan “n0thing” Gilbert - compLexity
“9 time ESEA CounterStrike Champion”

YOUR ESSENTIAL GAMING HEADSET
Powerful Audio • Designed for Comfort • Analog Connectivity
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The SB Inferno was conceived by the design team at
Sound Blaster with a vision – to create an affordable
gaming headset that would take full-advantage of the
audio hardware present in the gamers’ system.
With decades of audio engineering know-how in our
arsenal, the Sound Blaster engineering team went out
and worked directly with top gamers from professional
eSports teams from around the world such as
Team compLexity and Team Dignitas to define the
core elements of a gaming headset relevant to the era
of team-based gaming.
Enter the SB Inferno, a comfortable gaming-tuned
headset with 115 dB/mW sensitivity – the most powerful
in its class – designed to perform with various audio
playback devices as well as to provide stellar voice
communication, at a great price.

SB INFERNO: AN OVERVIEW
ARCHITECTURE
Designed For
Your Comfort

Powerful Audio
Performance

• Padded ergonomic
earcups and lightweight
headband for fatigue-free
extended gaming.

• Large 40 mm Full
Spectrum drivers deliver
audio that is professionally
tuned for.

Inline Volume Controls
• Allows easy volume
adjustment while gaming.

Analog Connectivity for
Your Gaming Devices

Your Gaming or
Entertainment Headset

• Delivers clear and
powerful gaming audio for
PCs, Macs and even smart
devices!

• Detachable Microphone
with Flexible Boom and
noise canceling condenser
for clear in-game
communications.
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CONNECTIVITY
GAME CONSOLES

MOBILE DEVICES
SB Inferno works well with
PlayStation®4 (PS4™).
Simply plug it in to enjoy
amazingly detailed audio.

PC/MAC
Connect the SB Inferno to
mobile devices with the 4-pole
analog cable for powerful audio
on the go.

For even purer audio streaming
from PCs and Macs,
the SB Inferno comes bundled
with a splitter cable.
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ESSENTIAL GAMING FEATURES
Dynamic and Powerful Audio Performance
The SB Inferno utilizes 40 mm audio drivers with amazingly high sensitivity at
115 dB/mW – capable of delivering the massively satisfying cinematic explosions
that most gamers crave as well as the smaller detailed audio that competitive
gamers listen for such as gun reloads or footsteps in an intense match.
The SB Inferno is also ideal for use with higher-end audio systems where a gamer
can tune their audio experience to exactly how they want it to perform. Most entrylevel gaming headsets will immediately bias themselves towards the low-end of
the spectrum, which sacrifices immersion and a competitive-edge when acoustic
details are lost in muddy and overdriven audio. By going with a much more linear
response curve in the acoustic design, the headset is able to deliver delicate
highs and thundering lows without sacrificing audio quality. It also allows room at
any point of the audio spectrum for the gamer to tune the headset to their exact
acoustic preferences.

Clean and Clear Voice Transmission
Everyone that plays team based games has experienced “that person” in the raid or
in a match whose microphone and voice quality is far from optimal. Communication
is essential in team gaming, and the SB Inferno has been designed with this aspect
of gaming in mind. The removable microphone is easy to adjust and provides a
clear voice signal to the sound device. No static. No confusion. More winning.
The audio quality will be even more amazing when coupled with a dedicated
Sound Blaster internal sound card featuring CrystalVoice™ technologies
designed specifically to eliminate unwanted background noise as well as enhance
voice quality.

Durable and Lightweight Comfort
Weight and comfort are always at the top of the list in gamers’ minds when it
comes to seeking out a headset. The SB Inferno utilizes a lightweight yet durable
plastic construction with cloth padded ear pads to provide comfort, even during the
longest gaming sessions.
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RECOMMENDED COMPANION PRODUCTS
Great for Gaming Audio and Much More
To ensure the widest compatibility, the SB Inferno is equipped with a 4-pole analog jack that can be connected
natively to mobile devices as a headset, as well as to the bundled splitter cable for use with regular PC/Mac USB,
PCIe sound cards, or motherboard host audio.

Enhance Your Experience With Other Sound Blaster Products
Experience the power of our intelligent Sound Blaster audio processing when you connect the SB Inferno to our
other companion products*:

Sound Blaster E1
Enjoy a whole new level of audio detail and resolution – no matter where you are
or what you’re playing on – with this portable headphone amplifier. You can even
share your audio experience with another friend through the dual headphone jacks
without compromising audio fidelity.

Sound Blaster Play!2
Hear your enemies from further away and gain a distinct tactical advantage in
combat with this USB sound card. Experience true-to-life 3D audio soundstage
while giving crystal clear voice commands amid all the action.

Sound Blaster Zx
Reach unprecedented levels of audio realism, including stunning 3D surround
effects, through this brilliant red high performance PCIe gaming sound card. With
a 116dB Signal-to-Noise Ratio, you can be sure you’re listening to only pure audio.

* The products shown here are available separately.
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The SB Inferno meets all
my gaming needs:
it’s really comfortable,
has a mic for clear in-game
communication, and of
course, it delivers amazingly
powerful audio. It’s nothing
short of impressive, and
I strongly recommend it for
any and every gamer.

William “Scarra” Li - Team Dignitas
“League of Legends LCS Mid-Lane All Star”
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